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PowerToolSafety Rules Read and understand all instructions. Failure to follow all instructions listed below, may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury. SAVE THESE



INSTRUCTIONS



Work Area



PersonalSafety



Keep your work area clean and well lit. Cluttered benches and dark areas invite accidents,



Stay alert, watch what you are doing and use common sense when operating a power tool. Do not use tool while tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or medication. A moment of inattention while operating power tools may result in serious personal injury.



Do not operate power tools in explosive atmospheres, such as in the presence of flammable liquids, gases, or dust. Power tools create sparks which may ignite the dust or fumes,



Keep bystanders, children, and visitors away while operating a power tool. Distractions can cause you to lose control,



Electrical Safety Double Insulated tools are equipped with a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other.) This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to install a polarized outlet. Do not change the plug in any way. Double Insulation [] eliminates the need for the three wire grounded power cord and grounded power supply system. Before plugging in the tool, be certain the outlet voltage supplied is within the voltage marked on the nameplate. Do not use "AC only" rated tools with a DC power supply. Avoid body contact with grounded surfaces such as pipes, radiators, ranges and refrigerators. There is an increased risk of electric shock if your body is grounded, if operating the power tool in damp locations is unavoidable, a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter must be used to supply the power to your tool. Electrician's rubber gloves and footwear will further enhance your personal safety. Don't expose power tools to rain or wet conditions. Water entering a power tool will increase the risk of electric shock. Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the tools or pull the plug from an outlet. Keep cord away from heat, oil, sharp edges or moving parts. Replace damaged cords immediately. Damaged cords increase the risk of electric shock. When operating a power tool outside, use an outdoor extension cord marked "W-A" or "W." These cords are rated for outdoor use and reduce the risk of electric shock,



Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry. Contain long hair. Keep your hair, clothing, and gloves away from moving parts. Loose clothes, jewelry, or long hair can be caught in moving parts. Keep handles dry, clean and free from oil and grease. Avoid accidental starting. Be sure switch is "OFF" before plugging in. Carrying tools with your finger on the switch or plugging in tools that have the switch "ON" invites accidents, Remove adjusting keys or wrenches before turning the tool ON. A wrench or a key that is left attached to a rotating part of the tool may result in personal injury. Do not overreach. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. Proper footing and balance enables better control of the tool in unexpected situations, Use safety equipment. Always wear eye protection. Dust mask, non-skid safety shoes, hard hat, or hearing protection must be used for appropriate conditions.



ToolUseand Care Use clamps or other practical way to secure and support the workpiece to a stable platform. Holding the work by hand or against your body is unstable and may lead to loss of control, Do not force tool. Use the correct tool for your application. The correct tool will do the job better and safer at the rate for which it is designed. Do not use tool



if switch



does not turn it



ON or OFF. Any tool that cannot be controlled with the switch is dangerous and must be repaired, Disconnect the plug from the power source before making any adjustments, changing accessories, or storing the tool. Such preventive safety measures reduce the risk of starting the tool accidentally.



Store idle tools out of reach of children and other untrained persons. Tools are dangerous in the hands of untrained users. Maintain tools with care. Keep cutting tools sharp and clean. Properly maintained tools, with sharp cutting edges are less likely to bind and are easier to control. Any alteration or modification is a misuse and may result in a dangerous condition, Check for misalignment or binding of moving parts, breakage of parts, and any other condition that may affect the tools operation. If damaged, have the tool serviced before using. Many accidents are caused by poorly maintained tools. Develop a periodic maintenance schedule for your tool, Use only accessories that are recommended by the manufacturer for your model. Accessories that may be suitable for



one tool, may used on another



become tool,



hazardous



when



Service Tool service must be performed only by qualified repair personnel. Service or maintenance performed by unqualified personnel could result in a risk of injury. For example: internal wires may be misplaced or pinched, safety guard return springs may be improperly mounted. When servicing a tool, use only identical replacement parts. Follow instructions in the Maintenance section of this manual. Use of unauthorized parts or failure to follow Maintenance Instructions may create a risk of electric shock or injury, Certain cleaning agents such as gasoline, carbon tetrachloride, ammonia, etc, may damage plastic parts,



Safety Rules for Drill Press Unplug tool before setting up in table, making adjustments or changing bits. Accidental start-up of the tool can cause injury. Securely fasten table to a stable platform or workbench. During operation unstable platforms or workbenches may shift or tip causing loss of control and injury. Securely fasten tool to table before operating. If tool loosens during operation it will tend to walk down from clamp and tool may fall while bit is still spinning, Know how to shut off the tool! Position the tool so that switch is readily accessible to quickly shut off in an emergency. Route the cord away from the bit or cutting area. Cutting into live electrical wires may result in a shock, burn or electrocution, Wear eye protection and dust mask. Use only in well-ventilated area, Using personal safety devices and working in safe environment reduces risk of injury. Do not wear gloves, necktie or loose clothing during operation of the tool. Tie back long hair or use a hair net, Clothing or hair can become caught in the spinning bit and injury may occur. Match the appropriate bit and its speed to your application. Do not use bits that have a cutting diameter that exceed the capacity of the tool. The drill press stand is intended primarily for light duty use on wood,



Overloading the tool can lead to personal injury or tool failure, Never use dull or damaged bits. Sharp bits must be handled with care. Damaged bits can snap during use. Dull bits require more force to push the workpiece, possibly causing the bit to break. Always make sure the workpiece is free from nails and other foreign objects. Cutting into a nail will damage the bit and can cause the workpiece to jump causing loss of control, Before operation clamp workpiece or brace against column. Never hold a small workpiece in one hand and bring the drill down. Clamping the workpiece allows you to use both hands to control the tool. Securing workpiece will prevent spinning or climbing on the drill during operation, Use a "V" block for supporting round stock such as tubes or rods when drilling. Round material such as dowel rods, pipes or tubing have a tendency to roll while being cut, and may cause the bit to "bite" or the workpiece to jump toward you. You must set and lock tool head into the desired position and depth of cut when performing operations other than drilling. Bring the workpiece to the tool and allow for sufficient space, at least 150 mm (6"), between your hand and the spinning bit. Contact with the spinning bit will cause injury,



Safety Rulesfor Drill Press (continued) This Drill Press was designed for drilling, sanding, brushing, polishing or grinding applications, other applications may present hazards that cannot be adequately guarded. If the side of any rotating accessory is used to perform the work, for example a sanding drum, the workpiece must be positioned on the side of the accessory that rotates against the feed direction of the workpiece. Placing the workpiece on the side of the accessory where the feed direction and accessory rotation are same may cause the workpiece to be pulled by the rotating accessory and lead to loss of control during operation. Never start the tool when the bit is engaged in the material. The bit cutting edge may grab the material causing loss of control of the workpiece. Do not reach in the area of the spinning bit. The proximity of the spinning bit to your hand may not always be obvious. Workpiece could shift or your hand could slip during operation. Some dust created by power sanding, sawing, grinding, drilling, and other construction activities contains chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects and other reproductive harm. Some examples of these chemicals are:



•



Lead from lead-based



•



Crystalline silica from bricks and cement and other masonry products, and



paints,



•



Arsenic and chromium treated lumber.



from chemically-



After changing the bits or making any adjustments, make sure the collet nut and any other adjustment devices are securely tightened. Loose adjustment device can unexpectedly shift, causing loss of control, loose rotating components will be violently thrown. Never touch the bit during or immediately after the use. Contact with a spinning bit will cause injury and after use the bit is too hot to be touched by bare hands. Do not leave a running tooling unattended, turn power off. Only when tool comes to a complete stop it is safe to remove workpiece and clean the stand. THINK SAFETY! Safety is a combination of operator COMMON SENSE and ALERTNESS at all times when the tool is being used. Use only grinding wheels, sanding disks/drums and drill bits when using the tool in the Work Station and any other accessory will cause injury to the user.



Assembly ATTACHMENT FOR USE WITH DREMEL ROTARY MODELS 275, 285, 295, 300,395, 398, 400, 780 AND 800. ATTENTION: Read this entire instruction manual carefully before using your Dremel Workstation, Retain instructions for future reference. Your Dremel Workstation 220 will convert rotary tools to a drill press for drilling, to a tool holder for sanding or polishing, or to a flex shaft tool stand,



2. Insert the square nut (short end first) into the tube support assembly and install the height adjustment lever. Slide the press onto the larger section of the tube and tighten. 3. Install the crow's nest onto the larger section of the tube with small holes facing up. 4,



Install the cord holder.



5. Install the hanger 1. Assemble the tube to the base and secure with hex bolt and square nut.



wire and cap.



6. If desired, base may be secured workbench using the appropriate hardware (not supplied).



to a size



--



_?__



Hanger



Cap



Wire



Hanger Assembly--



Holder



LJ



Height Adjustment Lever--



Square Nut (assembled



to inside of 7



tube support assembly)



/



/ f_ Drill Press -Crow's



Square Nut (assembled to inside of drill



--



Nest



Tube Assembly



press)



Tool Holder



Angle Lock-Knob



::



i



Base Hex Bolt



Figure



1. Work Station 5



220 Components



Operation IMPORTANT! Work Station is for use with only one tool at time. Do not hang a tool on hanger assembly when another tool is mounted in the press. The CroWs Nest tool storage will hold the following tools: •



Drill bit set (Model 628 or 631)



•



Rotary tool wrench



•



Mounting



•



Bits with shank size less than or equal to 1/8"



•



Rotary tool collets (Models 480, 481,482,



Button Shaft Lock_



wrench



483)



NOTE: The drill bits are held in the tool by a collet system. The bit may be installed before or after the rotary tool is installed in the drill press. 1. Depress and hold the shaft lock button while rotating the collet nut and shaft. Continue to rotate the collet nut and shaft until the lock engages and holds the shaft (Figure 2). 2. Use the wrench from your Dremel Rotary Tool and turn the collet nut counterclockwise to loosen it. 3. Release



the shaft lock button.



Figure 2. Loosening/Tightening Collet 4. Insert the drill bit into the collet as deep as possible to ensure proper gripping of the bit and to minimize run out. Do not insert the bit so far that the flutes touch the collet or collet nut to avoid chipping or cracking the bit. 5. Re-engage the shaft lock button and tighten the collet nut; first by hand, then using the wrench until bit is held securely.



Cord should be positioned to the side when drill press is used.



Clamp Nut



Figure 3. Installing 6



Rotary Tool



6,



Remove nose cap from rotary tool,



7,



Insert the rotary tool into the press with the shaft lock to the front. Clamp the tool to the tool bracket by tightening the clamp nut Figure 3).



Turn



tube



counter-



clockwise to loosen, adjust tube up or down, turn tube clockwise to tighten.



NOTE: Model 398 mounts with shaft lock to the back and cord to the right. Models 400 and 800 mount with shaft lock to the right.



NOTE: Tube should not be extended when



NOTE: When clamping rotary tool in holder, make sure tool is seated properly and vent openings are not covered.



tool is being tool holder.



used in



8, Twist the top tube counterclockwise to loosen and enable the tube to be adjusted up or down. After desired height is achieved, turn tube clockwise to tighten it (Figure 4), NOTE: Tube should not be extended tool is being used in tool holder.



when



Insert the cord into the cord clips (Figure 2). Holder will keep cord away from the work area. Make sure there is sufficient slack to keep the cord from being pulled taut when the full stoke of the press is used, 9, The Depth Stop is used when you wish to drill holes to a measured depth. A scale on the press housing is provided for your convenience,



Figure 4. Adjusting



Tube Height



cally or at a 90 ° angle. Tool may be used at a 15 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, 75 ° or 90 ° angle for sanding, polishing or wire wheel application,



Set the depth stop adjustment to the desired depth and tighten depth stop lock knob (Figure 5). Four set screws are also provided on the depth gauge and left side of the housing assembly (See Figure 5), These screws allow for micro adjustments to the drill press, Use 1,5mm allen wrench to make adjustments. Be carefull not to overtighten set screws,



Loosen the large and small knobs and rotate the tool, then securely tighten both angle lock knobs. 11, The Height Adjustment Lever is used to secure the press on the tube at the proper height, Loosen the lever and move the press/tool assembly to the desired position, then tighten the height adjustment lever.



10, The small and large Angle Lock knobs are used to secure the tool either vertiHeight Adjustment Lever



Large Angle Lock Knob



Small Angle Lock Knob Depth Stop Adjustment Lock Knob Set Screws



Figure 5. Setting



Depth and Height 7



Adjustments



Operation(continued) 12. Mark the hole locations on the workpiece and center punch at these locations. Center punching will prevent walking of the drill point and ensure proper hole location, The benefits of center punching are less drill breakage better hole size tolerance,



and



13. Secure the workpiece to the base before drilling. This will keep the workpiece from climbing the drill bit or spinning. The benefit is safety and better quality work. Hold down clamps (not included) are very good for holding workpieces, or use a small utility vise for holding the workpiece when drilling (Figure 6).



Figure



6. Workpiece Hold Downs Clamps (not supplied)



14. Loosen the Height Adjustment Lock lever 1/2 turn and move the press on the tube until drill bit tip is near the workpiece. (A maximum of 1/4" between drill bit tip and workpiece is recommended.) Retighten lock lever. 15. Grasp the Press to drill hole.



Handle



and pull down



Helpfulhints



Wing Nut _



When drilling round pieces, use a "V" block or vise. To drill a hole in the center of a round piece, a center punch mark is necessary (Figure 7). Use center punch to make center punch mark (not included). Avoid force feeding to such an extent that the motor speed is noticeably reduced. Also, feed carefully when approaching point of breakthrough. This will avoid making ragged breakthrough edges. For accurate drilling, lower the tool to a location where the end of the drill bit is within 1/4" of the workpiece before advancing the handle for feeding the drill. Using minimum stroke and center punching at the location to be drilled will ensure accurate drilling.



Makingoptionalholddownclampsfor yourWorkStation220 Hold down clamps can be fabricated out of wood, steel or aluminum, depending on your application. 1. Cut or saw material width and height.



to desired



length,



2. Drill a hole using a 5/16" or 21/64" bit in the desired location, through clamp. 3. Mount the hold down clamps 5/16"-18 x 1-1/2" or 2" length



Figure 7. Round Workpiece



drill the



using a carriage



/



Washer Hold Down _



Spacer



CarriageBolt L'q_j



Figure 8. Making Optional Down Clamps



bolts with matching nuts.



washers



Hold



and wing



4. Mount to base by sliding the head of the carriage bolt up through the bottom of the base with the wing nuts on top. When using hold down clamps on workpieces larger than 1/4" in thickness, always use a spacer block to support the back side of the clamp (Figure 8). For the best support, the spacer block should be cut about 1/8" shorter in height than the workpiece.



Dremel LimitedWarranty Your Dremel product is warranted against defective material or workmanship for a period of one year from date of purchase. In the event of a failure of a product to conform to this written warranty, please take the following action: 1. DO NOT return your product to the place of purchase. 2. Carefully package along with:



the product by itself, with no other items, and return it, freight prepaid,



A. A copy of your dated proof of purchase B. A written statement



(please



keep a copy for yourself).



about the nature of the problem.



C. Your name, address



and phone number



UNITED STATES Dremel Service Center 4915 21st Street Racine, WI 53406



to: Dremel Service Center



OR



4631 E. Sunny Dune Palm Springs, CA 92264 OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL



CANADA Giles Tool Agency 6520 Lawrence Av. East Scarborough, Canada MlC



Ont 4A7



We recommend that the package cannot be responsible.



be insured



UNITED



STATES



See your local distributor or write to Dremel, 4915 21st Street Racine, WI 53406 against



loss or in transit damage for which we



This warranty applies only to the original registered purchaser. DAMAGE TO THE PRODUCT RESULTING FROM TAMPERING, ACCIDENT, ABUSE, NEGLIGENCE, UNAUTHORIZED REPAIRS OR ALTERATIONS, UNAPPROVED ATTACHMENTS OR OTHER CAUSES UNRELATED TO PROBLEMS WITH MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIPARE NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY. No employee, agent, dealer or other person is authorized to give any warranties on behalf of Dremel. If Dremel inspection shows that the problem was caused by problems with material or workmanship within the limitations of the warranty, Dremel will repair or replace the product free of charge and return product prepaid. Repairs made necessary by normal wear or abuse, or repair for product outside the warranty period, if they can be made, will be charged at regular factory prices. DREMEL MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WHATEVER, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WHICH EXCEED THE ABOVE MENTIONED OBLIGATION ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED BY DREMEL AND EXCLUDED FROM THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. The obligation of the warrantor is solely to repair or replace the product. The warrantor is not liable for any incidental or consequential damages due to any such alleged defect. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you. For prices and warranty fulfillment distributor.



in the continental



United States, contact your local Dremel
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Ref. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2O 21 22 23 24



Part No. 2610921769 2610929316 2610928604 2610930418 2610928594 2610933097 2610928605 2610928596 2610928607 2610921755 2610921738 2610921768 2610921767 2610921766 2610933108 2610928717 2610928598 2610933939 2610933107 2610928597 2610921716 2610923737 2610929317 2610921756



Description Screw (6) Outer Shell-Left Housing Pinion



Cover



Torsion Spring Small Set Screw (6) Main Housing Rack Tool Holder Washer Hex Bolt Hex Nut Washer Depth Rod Knob Stop piece Depth Gauge Screw Washer Handle Assembly Angle Lock Knob Square Nut Outer Shell Right Screw 10



Ref. 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34



Part No. 2610921980 2610921749 2610921722 2610917207 2615297527 2615297529 2610923471 2610921746 2610921747 2610921719



35



2610921736



36 37 38 39



2610921732 2610921731 2610921710 2610921745



Description Washer (2) Wing Knob Crow's Nest Wrench Grommet Hanger Cord Holder Pin Square Nut Height Adjustment Assembly Extension Tube Assembly Hex Bolt Square Nut Base Assembly Shaft Support
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Regles de S_curit_ G_n_rales



d'incendie



Vous comprendre toutes les instructions. m6me devez partiel, lire des et instructions ci-apres entra_'ne un risque de Lenon-respect, choc eletrique, et/ou de blessures graves. CONSERVEZ CES INSTRUCTIONS



Aire de Travail



cordon. N'exposez pas le cordon a la chaleur, a des huiles, a des aretes vives ou a des pieces en mouvement. Remplacez immediatement un cordon endommag& Un cordon endommage augmente le risque de choc electrique. Lorsque vous utilisez un outil electrique I'exterieur, employez un prolongateur pour rexterieur marque {_ W-A )) ou { 
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Refrigerators - Sears Parts Direct 

fonctions et sont plus avanc#s sur le plan technologique. Entendez-vous ce ...... hacia atI'_is para que se ajuste a sus necesidades. Recipiente para botellas.
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singer - Sears Parts Direct 

Point coquille .......................................................................... 55. Point d'epines ......................................................................... 57. BOUTONNIERE. Boutonniere .
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hitachi - Sears Parts Direct 

signaux d'allumage. Si cette machine 0tait ... Les lames de scie (38) doivent toujours Otre installde avec le ... conserver le rayon a labase de la dent pour dviter.
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TrueSTEAMTM - Sears Parts Direct 

En plus d'activer. I'electrovanne d'eau, le systeme TrueSTEAM peut surveiller I'alimentation systeme et @guler le fonctionnement du ventilateur du systeme.
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sewing machine - Sears Parts Direct 

8 sept. 2010 - examination, repair, electrical or mechanicaf adiustment. an. 5,. 6. 7. 8. 9. ...... detatrage el moteur ...... Mce e[ pie prensatelas y reure ia tela. 9.
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Washable wool items (block. Timed. Low. 60 min. to shape, lay flat on rack). Drying. Stopping and Restarting. You can stop your dryer anytime during a cycle.
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RER 12536 - Sears Parts Direct 

broyage, il faut imperativement pour votre secudte que, seit lebac, seit le deflecteu r(option),soient position nes _ I'arri_re du tracteu r. Ne modifiez pas la vitesse ...
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Power Blower - Sears Parts Direct 

Bougie. Bcartement de la bougie geartement des soupapes. Carburateur. Melange au ralenti. Melange au ralenti accelere. Nmarreur !Niveaux sonores. Niveaux ...
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WE_85 80E@_- WE__ _E - Sears Parts Direct 

Connect the ground lead (item N) to the ground terminal which is the black knob (item F) ... Should this happen give the electrode a short sharp jerk to free it and, if necessary strike the arc again. 5 ... since they could cause short circuits.
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washer cycle descriptions - Sears Parts Direct 

A load cooling spray rinse reduces wrinkling. Permanent Press II. During the wash cycle, the timer reaches PAUSE, and the washer cools down the load by ...
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sewing mach,nei - Sears Parts Direct 

Use for patchwork quifting and patching. Pour assembler los courtepomtes et rapideer. Para aco|chado en parches. Do shell tucking on blouses and lingene.
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Super RecyclerÂ® Super Recycler - Sears Parts Direct 

2. Screw. Fran(_ais. 1. Filtre _.air. 2. Vis. Espafiol. 1, Filtro de aire. 2. Tornilto. 2. 3. ...... plus d'une ou deux tentatives de lancement (modUles rotatifs seulement);.
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Operating & Maintenance Instructions - Sears Parts Direct 

After July 1,2000 certain Briggs & Stratton engines will be certified to meet the ... safety. Alert. Read Owner's. On Off. Manual. Oil. Stop Fuel Shutoff Choke ..... machine (See Maintenance.) ..... assure expert repair service on all Briggs & Stratt
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SEWING MACHINE Owner's Manual MAQUlNA ... - Sears Parts Direct 

Herring Bone Stretch . .... Conexi6n de la m_quina a la red el6ctrica .................................. 7 ...... Introduzca la clavija de toma de corriente _1_a la red _. 4. Oprima ...
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instructions d'installation lave-vaisselle sous ... - Sears Parts Direct 

Souder & plus de 6" (15,2 cm) de I'electrovanne d'admission d'eau. S'assurer que le raocordement electrique et la taille des oonducteurs sont adequats et ...
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Owner's Manual Manual de lnstrucciones Manuel ... - Sears Parts Direct 

14 (90). Leather, Vinyl, Suede. Wedge Point Leather. 14 (90). Denim, Sailcloth, Ticking. Denim. 16 (100). Double Faced Wool, Heavy Coating, Fake Fur,. Heavy.
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upflow oil warm air furnace - Sears Parts Direct 

3 dÃ©c. 2001 - the proper tools and test instruments. ... Your unit is built to provide ..... breech using three of the #8 X 1/2" self-drilling screws provided with the ...
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bravos tmautomatic washer lavadora automatica ... - Sears Parts Direct 

transfer. Water faucets beyond reach of. 2 longer water fill hoses: fill hoses. 6 fl (I .8 m) Part Number 76314,. I0 ft (3.0 m) Part Number 350008 lint clogged drain.
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undercounter dishwasher lave-vaisselle encastre - Sears Parts Direct 

Utilisation de votre nouveau lave-vaisselle ................................ 25 ... Conseils d'eMcacite pour le lave-vaisselle . ...... la main ou I'emaillage peut se deteriorer.
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sewing machine maquina de coser - Sears Parts Direct 

1_ Clavier. 1_ Levier de reglage electronique de la vltesse de couture. 1_ Bouton a guille haute/basse. 1_ Bouton d'arrÂ¢t automatiG. Je. Bouton de marche.
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OWNER'S MANUAL GUIDE DU PROPRII_TAIRE ... - Sears Parts Direct 

tl faut deux. Danger de potdsexcesslf personnes ou plus pour d6p|acer le centre de breuvages. 1. D_branchez vo_ centre de breuvages el d61_sez-lesurre des.
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SERGER Owner's Manual OVERLOCK Manual de ... - Sears Parts Direct 

R_glages mecaniques pour permettre fe fonctionnement adequat de la surjeteuse, sauf .... 900000 pieces detach_es et accessoires, nous poss_dons les outils ...
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sewing machine machine a coudre - Sears Parts Direct 

Vohmt a taattl. 19. Bottton de vol(1ttt (1tttomattqHe. 20. htteYrttptetn-. eclaP'(1ge et motetn". 21. Logement de fiche. 22. Plaque stgna!_tique. 23. Br(1s libre. 24.
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(76.2 cm) electricbuilt-in microwave/oven ... - Sears Parts Direct 

Tournevis a lame plate. Pi_ces n_cessaires. â€¢. Connecteur de conduit (homologation UL ou CSA). â€¢. Connecteurs de ills (homologation UL). Pi_ces fournies.
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